Patterns of dental crowding in the lower arch and contributing factors. A statistical study.
To investigate the patterns of dental crowding in the lower arch and their contributing morphological and functional factors. Pretreatment diagnostic materials from 168 patients exhibiting dental crowding were selected, and the patients, dental casts, lateral cephalograms, and occlusal forces were evaluated. The crowding in the lower dental arch was quantified and the patterns of crowding were identified. Crowding patterns in the anterior region were classified by cluster analysis. The relationship between the crowding patterns and morphological and functional factors was investigated by correspondence analysis. The prevalence of dental crowding was highest in the anterior region and was related to the same tooth on each side (eg, right lateral incisor vs left lateral incisor). In the premolar and molar region, the prevalence of dental crowding was related to the adjacent tooth (eg, right first premolar vs second premolar). Three crowding patterns were found in the anterior region: (1) a "symmetry pattern," (2) a "rotation pattern," and (3) an "irregular pattern." The first pattern was related to the factors of discrepancy, whereas the latter two patterns were related to functional factors such as occlusal force and its center of gravity. These results suggest that crowding patterns can be useful information for treatment planning and achieving dental stability.